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Meeting Purpose/GOAL: 

• To have an open dialogue concerning the issues affecting each of us, our facility 

teams and our companies.

• As facility professionals, our strength has always been the ability to share with and 

learn from each other

• Our world, our ‘facility playbook’ has changed, and it is even more important that 

we continue to learn from each other in these unprecedented times

In doing so, we will continue to provide the most effective, safest, and 

trusted solutions to those that we serve
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Discussion Agenda

Pre-entry Health Screening

Cleaning - Disinfecting

Phasing – Return

COVID19 Contact

General

Q & A
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PRE-ENTRY HEALTH SCREENING

Q’s:
1. Are you performing health related pre-entry screening?

2. Does your office take temperatures upon entering the facility?

3. Are you requiring employees (visitors, others) answer preset questions before 

entering? 

4. Do you require, recommend, or are you allowing personal preference to wear 

face mask in your office setting?



PRE-ENTRY HEALTH SCREENING

A’s:
1. Associates are asked to perform a self-assessment daily 

for COVID-19 symptoms in most situations

2. For temperature screening, there is a range of self 

monitoring of temperatures to temperature scanners at 

the door, either by person or ’no-touch’ or automated 

scanners



PRE-ENTRY HEALTH SCREENING

A’s:
3. Health pre-screening questions are at the door for visitors

4. Face masks are mandatory in all facilities upon entering and 

away from one’s desk, most companies have procedures 

allowing no masks at ‘desks’/office



PRE-ENTRY HEALTH SCREENING
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CLEANING/DISINFECTING

Q’s: 

1. Is your facility being disinfected by a company using an ‘approved, effective’ process? 

2. Have you developed any additional processes to help combat the spread of the virus?

3. Have cleaning frequencies stayed the same?   Decreased due to more sanitization? 
Increased?   Staffing? 



CLEANING/DISINFECTING

A’s:
1. Fogging ranges from bi-monthly (Fri-Sun) to nightly, using industry 

trusted products

2. Sanitizer being supplied in restrooms, conference rooms; some 

companies have installed ‘hands free’ devices in restrooms to 

combat the spread (faucets, towel & tissue dispensers, foot pulls); 

additionally touchless coffee, ice & water; hygiene stations 

positioned for associate’s wanting to self disinfect areas

3. Most have had to increase the number of cleaning personnel and 

will maintain; with fewer associates in the building staff has been 

able to redistribute to focus on high touch areas (door handles, 

elevators), less vacuuming and in one case ‘automated’ vacuuming



CLEANING/DISINFECTING

Q’s: 

4. Are you utilizing a system to track cleaning and/or sanitizing in in spaces or areas in the 
building?

5. Do employees have access to this info to know what’s been cleaned and when?

6. Have you made any HVAC alterations to your ventilation, humidity, filters, etc.?    Or 
using UV?

7. How is your staff prioritizing standard maintenance practices?



CLEANING/DISINFECTING
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PHASING - RETURN

Q’s:
1. Did you do a Return-to-Work employee Survey?  Would you be willing to share?

2. Do you have a developed Reintegration or Return-to-Work plan?  
Can you provide an overview? 

3. What was your population in office before, population today, and plan for 
reintegration percentages?

4. Are you hoteling? Work from home? Staggered work hours for employees?

5. Do you utilize any particular system for tracking?



PHASING - RETURN
A’s:
1. Only a few asked did a Return to Work Survey 

2. H&R Block’s staff are returning by birth month starting June 1, completing August 
31, WFH until then and in some cases continuing.  Garmin has had their 
Manufacturing/Distribution Center at 90% or greater as an essential business, 
Business & Engineering’s reintegration started in June, essential staff only with a 
planned slow ramp up; since the recent increase in cases, they have slowed even 
more so. 

3. H&R Block was at 1700 HC, ~150 invited weekly, ~900 by July; however only ~100 
coming in; Garmin was at 3,800 HC, ~600 in Manufacturing, holding at ~30-35% in 
engineering and business units; others are looking at 50% and holding to allow for 
continued social distancing

4. Most companies have a majority as WFH, some desk sharing, some staggering work 
schedules and another looking to implement an ongoing Hoteling Program

5. Tracking being done using badge swipes through security (e.g. Siemens C*Cure) 



PHASING - RETURN
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Q’s:
6. Did you have Work From Home (WFH) prior to COVID? Percent? 

7. Is your company looking at an indefinite WFH or hotel program? Percentage?

8. Percentage office vs open office? Have you implemented any furniture changes 
to support social distancing (i.e. partition extenders; plexi-glass )

PHASING – RETURN 



A’s:
6. Some companies supported a small WFH program prior, 

while others not at all

7. The WFH format is working exceptionally well with Garmin, 
we are studying the idea of implementing indefinitely with 
some groups, percentage TBD

8. H&R Block 7% offices, looking at plexi-partitions for call 
center; Garmin 25% offices, 25% shared offices, 50% 
workstations-recently went to 1-per office, workstations 
50% or less occupied, plexi only at service areas; others 
handled furniture changes similarly to support social 
distancing

PHASING - RETURN
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Q’s:
1. Are you tracking who comes to the office? Where people sit? Do you allow drop in 

staff (staff assigned to work at home to stop by the office)? Are you allowing 
visitors? Do you have a tracking program you are using?

2. Has anyone created zones or area requirements to protect groups of workers and 
allow contact tracing should an outbreak occur?

3. Are you utilizing a system to track people in areas of their building?

4. Have you placed signage in your facility to provide instruction per CDC guidelines for 
COVID and social distancing? Can you share?

PHASING – RETURN
TRACKING- ZONES



A’s:
1. Tracking by badge swipes; others downloading through CAFM system and tracking 

headcount working with business units through an excel document; a few are 
allowing visitors; most allow WFH staff to drop by, some with prior notification

2. One company has divided space into 7 zones to help with contact tracing; others 
have special areas such as labs, manufacturing etc. where limited staff are allowed;  
Contact tracing can be reviewed through CAFM system that maintains a history of 
occupants

3. A system called ‘Workplace Advisor’ (sensors placed in the space) being utilized to 
show where people travel during the day helps with cleaning schedules and 
frequency, though there are many new options with technology for tracking

4. Some have developed customized signage packages shared on next slides

PHASING – RETURN
TRACKING- ZONES
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Garmin Signage Package 
Examples



H&R Block Signage 
Package Examples
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H&R Block Signage 
Package Examples



Other Informative 
Messaging or Training
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Q’s:
1. Do you have a plan regarding virus contracting, or coming into 

contact with someone who has Covid?  How does an employee 
communicate contact or contraction?

2. Do you have an emergency response plan in the event there is a 
positive case?

COVID19 CONTACT



A’s:
1. Most companies have a process in place whether it be an email, an email to a safety 

officer or supervisor or a reporting APP.  Appian, used by Garmin allows associates 
to self report contact or contraction.  All companies look to the CDC and local 
health authorities to develop a plan

2. How companies handle positive cases vary depending on circumstances; A 
designated Crisis Management Team handles sensitive information and works with 
executives, HR and Facilities. HR and Legal teams are always advising with the ever 
changing guidelines. An Associate Resource Center page available on the Garmin 
Intranet offers answers to many questions

COVID19 CONTACT



Example of Self Reporting Appian APP
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Crisis Management – Associate Resource Center
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Q’s:
1. Any constructions projects that were altered due to COVID? Any new construction 

projects began due to COVID?

2. Any sourcing issues or reliable sources for materials tied to product or services?

3. How is current staff handling workloads? Short staffed? Fully staffed?

4. How are you handling traffic patterns in the office, stairs, elevators usage?

OTHER - GENERAL



A’s:
1. Tied to COVID, a café project with H&R Block may be looked at to redesign; Garmin is 

reviewing potential design changes to their current Phase 2 construction project, a 
security project was just kicked off; many companies have either completed or have 
plans to change to ‘touchless’ hardware 

2. Sourcing for items such as disinfectant, sprayers, and touchless hardware have been 
behind, but slowly picking up

3. Some companies are rotating staff in critical areas, i.e. mailroom, facilities & 
engineering groups 

4. Stairs are encouraged to be used as elevators are being restricted to 4 occupants; in 
one instance talking is not allowed in elevators.  Some stairs are being designated as 
either up or down, and many have considered one-way hallways

OTHER - GENERAL
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Resources 

& 

References



Email us at

COVIDhelp@ifmaKC.org

or info@ifmaKC.org

if you have info, services or 

products you would like to share.

ifmaKC Resources
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